Scrooge, what is he like?

Think about what you know of him so far.

- cheap
- cheerful
- childish
- cold-hearted
- cruel
- depressing
- elderly
- friendly
- generous
- giving
- gloomy
- happy
- joyful
- kind
- malicious
- mean
- miserable
- miserly
- nasty
- old
- pleasant
- ruthless
- sad
- selfish
- sociable
- tight-fisted
- young

Put the words that best describe him into the chart at the bottom of the page. Then find a quotation to back up your point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At the start of the story...</th>
<th>In the middle of the story...</th>
<th>At the end of the story...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>because...</td>
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